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******WARNING*******
This is not a story about a hero, or some bad boy-badass-antihero.
This is a love story between two monstrous villains and one valiant kid, held
together by their entwined heartstrings.
It won't be pretty.
It won't be pleasant.
There's no fluffy good feelings about it.
It will rip out your heart and never give it back.

Breno Hades el Oscuro took no bullshit from anyone. He ruled the crime world
of the United States. When the King fell, what was left in the ashes was not the
small boy that grew up without his father, not the same kid that chose a life of
crime at seventeen, nor was it the King who had killed and clawed through a
river of blood to stand at the top.

The King was dragged from his throne of bones into a deep dark pit, leaving only
the raw flesh of a savage monster to crawl out of Hell.
One that knew love, but didn't want it again.

Kemono Orochi was destined to inherit the legacy of his father, known as The
Dragon's Tongue. It was an inheritance he never wanted it, never desiring the
power that came with the title of Dragon. Kemono ended it all by tearing off the
Dragon's head, watching the serpent's remains be consumed in hellfire. Now
tormented by the scars of his past inflicted by his father, he is struggling to come
to terms with the Akuma he has become.

One that wants to devour everyone in his path to protect the only one that matters
to him.

The only person that had ever made his icy heart beat.

His heart. His love. His beautiful pride.

Rex Hunter dreams of becoming a principal ballerino...all fierce, like a Phoenix.
But this Phoenix has lost his wings and fallen prey, straight into the clutched
claws and callus hands of two vicious beasts. Each bore the blackest of hearts,
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each desiring to keep him safe, cherished and loved unconditionally. Or was Rex
just destined to be the goo that would stick two shattered souls together and
prevent them from forever falling to pieces?

There will be blood, gore and nasty shit.

There will be watersports, crude, angry, sometimes sensual and other times just
downright dirty and dysfunctional sex.

BUT...

There will always be LOVE...

Because even villains understand the tortured scars love leaves in her wake.
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******WARNING*******
This is not a story about a hero, or some bad boy-badass-antihero.
This is a love story between two monstrous villains and one valiant kid, held together by their entwined
heartstrings.
It won't be pretty.
It won't be pleasant.
There's no fluffy good feelings about it.
It will rip out your heart and never give it back.

Breno Hades el Oscuro took no bullshit from anyone. He ruled the crime world of the United States. When
the King fell, what was left in the ashes was not the small boy that grew up without his father, not the same
kid that chose a life of crime at seventeen, nor was it the King who had killed and clawed through a river of
blood to stand at the top.

The King was dragged from his throne of bones into a deep dark pit, leaving only the raw flesh of a savage
monster to crawl out of Hell.
One that knew love, but didn't want it again.

Kemono Orochi was destined to inherit the legacy of his father, known as The Dragon's Tongue. It was an
inheritance he never wanted it, never desiring the power that came with the title of Dragon. Kemono ended it
all by tearing off the Dragon's head, watching the serpent's remains be consumed in hellfire. Now tormented
by the scars of his past inflicted by his father, he is struggling to come to terms with the Akuma he has
become.

One that wants to devour everyone in his path to protect the only one that matters to him.

The only person that had ever made his icy heart beat.

His heart. His love. His beautiful pride.

Rex Hunter dreams of becoming a principal ballerino...all fierce, like a Phoenix. But this Phoenix has lost his
wings and fallen prey, straight into the clutched claws and callus hands of two vicious beasts. Each bore the
blackest of hearts, each desiring to keep him safe, cherished and loved unconditionally. Or was Rex just
destined to be the goo that would stick two shattered souls together and prevent them from forever falling to
pieces?

There will be blood, gore and nasty shit.

There will be watersports, crude, angry, sometimes sensual and other times just downright dirty and
dysfunctional sex.

BUT...



There will always be LOVE...

Because even villains understand the tortured scars love leaves in her wake.
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Editorial Review

About the Author
They come to me in the night, creeping into my head. Their voices are all different, their stories all
dissimilar, but they keep saying the same thing… “Show us, tell us, bring us into your world, and make us
known.” Then I sit and they take over. They tell their tales of love, loss and sinister misfortune. Not all of
them get a happy ending, but they are pleased when their part is written. I sometimes find myself lost in my
own mind; a world very similar to our own yet so different. Things don’t go bump in the night— they squeal
and crawl under your skin, making you grind your teeth, and making your stomach turn over and putting
your nerves on edge. Then there’s the drama. Oh, the drama! Wulf Francú Godgluck hails from South
Africa. His work is not for the faint-hearted! In his books, you'll find... all the beasties with their nasty claws
and teeth, and some you didn't even know existed. But the monsters aren't all real. Some live inside us. Who
knows what he will make you discover about yourself, lurking in your heart, behind the closed walls of the
deep, black recesses where no light penetrates? Wulf will steal your heart and never give it back. More than
likely, he'll pin it to the wall with a bobby pin and sit there sipping his tea while you writhe and squeal on the
floor... STILL sure you want to read a Wulf Godgluck book? Proceed at your own peril.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Lois Cox:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for us to
find out everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or maybe goal; it means that publication has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they get because their hobby will be reading a book. How about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, person feel need book when they found difficult problem or even exercise.
Well, probably you'll have this Of Gods And Monsters: Hades.

Sandra Yunker:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also get a life style. This reading addiction give you lot of
advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the particular information inside the book
this improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of guide you
read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with training books but if you want sense happy read one
along with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Often the Of Gods And Monsters: Hades is
kind of e-book which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Shirley Henderson:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching TV, or
perhaps playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity this is look different



you can read the book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can
spent the whole day to reading a e-book. The book Of Gods And Monsters: Hades it is extremely good to
read. There are a lot of those who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. When
you did not have enough space to develop this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore easily
to read this book out of your smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book features high quality.

Minerva Garrison:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specifically
book entitled Of Gods And Monsters: Hades your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering
in every aspect that maybe unidentified for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging each word
written in a guide then become one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before.
The Of Gods And Monsters: Hades giving you another experience more than blown away your thoughts but
also giving you useful information for your better life on this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing
pattern the following is your body and mind will probably be pleased when you are finished reading it, like
winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?
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